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This would indicate that an unusually large propor
tion of the toned image consists of gold, and this idea 
is confirmed by the fact that to tone a sheet of gelatino
chloro-citrate paper requires several times as much 
gold as to tone a sheet of alburnenized paper. Indeed, 
we believe that, with the emulsion paper, it is possible 
to replace the whole of the silver of the image with 
gold, thereby producing a permanent print. We have 
already said that the print may be left for any reason
able length of time in the toning bath without the de
struction of its appearance, and we cannot but suppose 
that a very long immersion results in a complete sub
stitution of gold for silver. 

THE "SENSIM" PREPARING BOX. 
FIG. 1 shows a' perspective view of the machine, 

Fig. 2 a sectional elevatIOn, and Fig. 3 a ujan. 1n the 

attempts to realize this improvement. The inventor in I which slightly exceeds that at which those of the first 
the present case seems to have solved the problem in a finish their traverse. These paces are of course regu
very perfect manner by the introduction of gill screws lated by the class and nature of the fibers under opera
of a gradually increasing pitch, by which the progress tion. The delivery rollers, E, take off the fibers at a 
of the gills, B, through the box is constan tly undergoing rate slightly exceeding that of the gills delivering it to 
acceleration to the end, as will be obvious from the them. 
construction of the screws, A and AI, until they are In the ordinary gill box, the feed and delivery rollers 
passed down in the usual manner, and returned by the are fluted, in order the better to retain in the first in
screws, C and CI, which are, as usual, of uniform pitch. stance their grip upon the wool passing through, and 
The two sets of screws are so adjusted as to almost meet in the second to enable them to overcome any resistance 
in the middle, so that the gills of the first set finish their that might be offered to drawing the material. It thus 
forward movement close to the point where the second often happens in this class of machines that a large 
commence. The bottom screws, C, of the first set of percentage of the fibers are broken, and thus much 
gills, B, are actuated by bevel wheels on a cross shaft waste is made. The substitution of plain rollers in both 
engaging with bevel wheels on their outer extremity, these positions obviates most of this mischief, while in 
the cross shaft being geared to the main shaft. The combination with the other parts of the arrangement 
screws, CJ, of the second set of gills from two longitu- it is almost precluded altogether. 
dinal shafts are connected by bevel gearing to the main It will be obvious from what we have said that the 

special features of this machine, which may be sum
marized as, first, the use of a screw thread of graduated 
pitch; second, an increased length of screw action and 
an additional number of fallers; and third, the use of 
light plain rollers in place of heavy fluted back and 
front rollers, enable the inventor to justly claim the 
acquisition of a number of advantages, which may be 
enumerated as follows: 

FIG. 1.-" SENSIM" SCREW GILL PREPARING BOX. 

The transformation of the gills from mere carriers 
into constant workers during the whole of their out
ward traverse, by which the work is done much more 
efficiently, more gently, and in .greater quantity than 
by the old system with uniformly pit{lhed screws. A 
great improvement in the quality of the work, result
ing from the breakage of fiber being, if not entirely ob
viated, nearly. An increased yield and better quality 
of top , owing to the absence of broken tiber, and con
sequent diminution of noil and waste. The better 
working of cotted wools, which can be brought to a 
proper condition with far more facility and with dimin
ished risk of breaking pins than before. A saving in 
labor, space, and plant also results from the fact that 
the wool is as well opened and straightened for carding 
with a passage through a pair of improved boxes as it 
is in gomg through four of the ordinary ones, while 
the quantity will be as great. Owing to the first fea
ture referred to, which distribu tes the strain over all the 
gills, a greater weight of wool can be put into them 
and a higher speed be worked. The space occupied 
and the attendance required is only about half that of 
boxes required to do the same amount of work on the 
old system., Taking the flutes out of the feed and de
livery rollers, and greatly diminishing their weight, it 
is estimated will reduce by 90 per cent. the wear and 
tear of the leather aprons, and thus to that extent di
minish a very heavy annual outlay incident to the sys
tem generally in vogue. A considerable saving of power 
for driving and of tIme and cost of repairs from the 
bending and breakage of pins also results. Shaw, 
Harrison & Co , lIUl,kers, Bradford.-Textile Manufac
tU1·er. 

ordinary screw gill box, the screws which traverse the 
gills are uniform in their pitch, so that a draught is only 
obtained between the feed rollers and the first gill, be· 
tween the last gill of the first set and the first of the 
second, and between the last gill of the second set and 
the delivery roller. As thus arranged, the gills are 
really not active worl,ers after their first draw during 
the remainder of their traverse, but simply carriers of 
the wool to the next set. It is somewhat remarkable, 
as may indeed be said of every invention, that this fact 
has only been just observed, and suggested an improve
ment. There is no reason why each gill should not be 
continuously working to the end of the trav
erse, and only cease during its return to its first 
position. The perception of this has led to several 

shaft. Intermediate wheels communicate motion from 
change wheels on the longitudinal shafts to the 
wheels on the screw, CJ, traversing the second set of 
gills. 

The feed and delivery rollers, D and E, are operated 
by gearing connected to worms on longitudinal shafts. 
These worms engage with worm wheels on cross shafts, 
which are provided at their outer ends with change 
wheels engaging with other change wheels on the 
arbors of the bottom feed and delivery rollers, D 
andE. 

The speeds are so adjusted that the fibers are de
livered to the first set of gills at a speed approximately 
equal to the speed at which these start their traverse. 
The gillil in the second set begin their journey at a pace 

FIG. 2.-" SENSIM" SCREW GILL-SECTIONAL ELEVATION. 

FIG. 3.-" SENSIM" SCREW GILL-PLAN. 
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NOTES ON GARMENT DYEING. 
BLACK wool dresses for renewing and checked goods, 

with the check not covered by the first operation, are 
operated upon as follows: 

Preparation 01' m01'dant f 01' eight black dresses f or 
renewing the color, 

2 oz. Chrome. 
2 " Argol or Tartar. 

Or withou t argol or tartar, but I think their use is 
beneficial. Boil twenty minutes, lift, rinse through 
two waters. 

To prepare dye boiler, put in 2 lb. logwood, boil 
twenty minutes. Clear the face same way as before 
described. Those with cotton and made-up dresses 
sewn with cotton same operation as before mentioned, 
using half the quantity of stuffs, and working cold 
throughout. Since the introduction of aniline black, 
some dyers use it in place of logwood both for wool and 
cotton. It answers very well for dippers, substituting 
2 oz. aniline black for every pound logwood required. 
In dyeing light bottoms it is more expensive than log
wood, even though the liquor be kept up, and, in my 
opinion, not so clear and black. 

Silk and wool d1'esses, poplins, and woolen d1'esses 
t1'immed with silk, etc" fo1' black.-Before the dyeing 
operations, steep the goods in hand-heat soda water, 
rinse through two warm waters. Discharge blues, 
mauves, etc., with diluted aquafortis (nitric acid). A 
skilled dyer can perform thIS operation without the 
least injury to the goods. This liquor is kept in stone
ware, or a vessel made of caoutchouc composition, or a 
large stone ho'lowed out of five slabs of stone, forming 
the bottom and four sides, braced together, and luted 
with caoutchouc, forming a water-tight vessel. The 
latter is the most convenient vessel, as it can he re
paired. The others when once rent are past repair. 
The steam is introduced hy means of a caoutchouc 
pipe, and when brought to the boil the pipe is removed. 
After the colors are discharged, rinse through three 
warm waters. They are then ready to receive the 
mordant and the dye. 

Note.-The a<J.uafortis vessel to be outside the dye
house, or, if inSIde, to be provided with a funnel to 
carry away the nitrous fumes, as it is dangerous to 
other colors. 

P1'epaTation or m01'dant fo1' eight dresses, silk and 
wool mixed,for black, 

4 lb. Copperas. 
�" Bluestone. 
�" Tartar. 

Bring to the boil, dissolve the copperas, etc. , shut off 
steam, enter the goods, handle gently (or else they will 
be faced, i. e., look gray on face when dyed) for one 
hour, lift, air, rinse through three warm waters. 

To prepare dye boiler, bring to boil, put in 8 lb. log
wood (previously boiled), 1 lb. black or brown oil soap, 
shut off steam, enter,.goods, gently handle for half an 
hour, add another pound of soap (have the soap dis
solved ready), and keep moving for another half hour, 
lift, finish in hand-heat soap. If very heavy, run 
through lukewarm water slightly acidulated with vit
riol, rinse, hydro-extract, and hang in stove. Another 
method to clear them: Make up three lukewarm 
waters, in first put some bleaching liquor, in second a 
little vitriol, handle these two, and rinse through the 
third, hydro-extract, and hang in stove. 

Note.-This is the method employed generally in 
small dye-works for all dresses for black; their lots are 
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so small. .This preparation can be kept up, if care is 
taken that none of the sediment of the copperas (oxide 
of iron) is introduced when charging, as the oxide of 
iron creates stains. This also happens when the water 
used contains iron in quantity or impure copperas. 
The remedy is to substitute half a gill of vitriol in place 
of tartar. 

Silk, wool, and cotton mixed dTesses, fOT black.-Dye 
the silk and wool as before described, and also the cot
ton in the manner previously mentioned. 

Another method to dye the mixed silk and wool and 
colton dresses black, four dresses.-Bring boiler to the 
boil, put in 3 or 4 oz. aniline black, either the deep 
black or the blue black or a mixture of the two, add J>4: 
gill hydrochloric acid or sulphuric acid, or 3 oz. oxalic 
acid, shut off steam, enter, and handle for half an hour, 
lift rinRe through water, dye the cotton in the manner 
pre'viously described.-Dyer. 

FUEL AND SMOKE. * 

By Prof. OLIVER LODGE. 

LECTURE II. 

rangements when used with ordinary hand-i. e., in- good enough to lend me this diagram, the gas is not 
termittent-stoking. Two plans are open to us to made so closely on the spot, the gas retort and furnace 
overcome the difficulty. Either the stoking and the being separated by a hundred yards or so in order to 
air supply must both be regular and continuous, or the give the required propelling force. But the principle 
air supply be made intermittent to suit the stoking. is the same; the coal is first distilled, then burnt. But 
The first method is carried out in any of the many to get high temperature, the air supply to the furnace 
forms of mechanical stoker, of which this of Sinclair's must be heated, and there must be no excess. If this 
is an admirable specimen. Fresh fuel is perpetually is carried on by means of otherwise waste heat we have 
being pushed on in front, and by alternate movement the regenerative principle, so admirably applied by the 
of the fire bars the fire is kept in perpetual motion till Brothers Siemens, where the waste heat of the pro
the ashes drop out at the back. To such an arrange- ducts of combustion is used to heat the incoming air 
ment as this a steady air supply can be adjusted, and gas supply. The reversing arrangement by which 
and if the boiler demand is constant there is no need the temperature of such a furnace can be gradually 
for smoke, and an inferior fuel may be used. The other worked up from ordinary tiame temperature to some
plan is to vary the air supply to suit the stoking. This thing near the dissociation point of gases, far above 
is effected bv Prideaux automatic furnace doors, which the melting point of steel. is well known, and haR al
have louvers to remain open for a certain time after the ready been described in this place. Mr. Siemens has 
doors are shut, and so to admit extra air immediately lent me this beautiful model of the most recent form 
after coal has been put on, the supply gradually de- of his furnace, showing its application to steel making 
creasing as distillation ceases. The worst of air admit- and to glass working. 
ted through chinks in the doors, or through partly The most remarkable and, at first sight, astounding 
open doors, is that it is admitted cold, and scarcely thing about this furnace is, however, that it works 
gets thoroughly warm before it is among the stuff it solely by radiation. The flames do not touch the ma
has to burn. Still this is not a fatal objection, though terial to be heated; they burn above it, and radiate THE points to which I specially called your attention a hot blast would be better. Nothing can be worse their heat down to it. This I regard as one of the in the first lecture, and which it is necessary to recapi- than shoveling on a quantity of coal and shutting it up most important discoveries in the whole subject, viz., tulate to-day, are these: (1) That coal is distilled, or completely. Every condition of combustion is thus that to get the highest temperature and greatest ecoburned partly into gas, before it can be burned. (2) violated, and the intended furnace is a mere gas retort. nomy out of the combustion of coal, one must work That the ga� so given off, if mixed with carbonic acid, Gas Producers.-Suppose the conditions of combus- directly by radiant heat only, all other heat being cannot be expected to burn properly or completely. tion are purposely violated; we at once have a gas pro. utilized indirectly to warm the air and gas supply, and (3) That to burn the gas, a sufficient supply of air must ducer. 'fhat is all gas producers are, extra bad stoves thus to raise the flame to an intensely high temperabe introduced at a temperature not low enough to cool or furnaces, not always much worse than things which ture. the gases below their igniting point. (4) That in stok- pretend to serve for comhustion. Consider how ordi- It is easy to show the effect of supplying a common ing a fire, a slllall amount should be added at a time nary gas is made. There is a red-hot retort or cylinder gas flame with warm air by holding it over a cylinder because of the heat required to warm and distill the plunged in a furnace. Into this tube you shovel a packed with wire gauze which has been made red hot. fresh coal. (5) That fresh coal should be put in front quantity of coal, which flames vigorously as long as A common burner held over such a hot air shaft burns of or at the bottom of a fire. so that the gas may be the door is open, but when it is full you shut the door, far more brightly and whitely. There is no question thoroughly heated by the incandescent mass above; thus cutting off the supply of air and extinguishing but that this is the plan to get good illumination out and thus, if there be sufficient air, have a chance of the flame. Gas is now simply distilled, and passes of gas combustion; and many regenerative burners burning. A fire may be inverted, so that the draught along pipes to be purified and stored. You perceive at are now in the market, all depending on this principle, proceeds through it downward. This is the arrange- once that the difference between a gas retort and an and utilizing the waste heat to make a high temperament in several stoves, and in them, of course, fresh ordinarv furnace with closed doors and half choked fire ture flame. But although it is evidently the right coal is put at the top. bars is not very great. Consumption of smoke! It is way to get light, it was by no means evidently the Two simple principles are at the root of all fire not smoke consumers you really want, it is fuel con- right way to get heat. Yet so it turns out, not by management: (1) Coal gas mURt be at a certain tern- sumers. You distill your fuel instead of burning it, in warming solid objects or by dull warm surfaces, but perature before it can burn; and (2) it must have a fully one-half, might I not say nine-tenths, of existing by the brilliant radiation of the hottest flame that can sufficient supply of air. Very simple, very obvious, furnaces and close stoves. But in an ordinary gas re- be procured, will rooms be warmed in the future. but also extremely important, and frequently alto- tort the heat required to distill the gas is furnished by And if one wants to boil a kettle, it will be done, not gether ignored. In a common open fire they are both an outside fire; this is only necessary when you require hy putting it into a non-luminous flame, and so interignored. Coal is put on the top of a glowing mass of lighting gas, with no admixture of carbonic acid and fering with the combustion, but by holding it near to charcoal, and the gas distilled off is for a long time as little carbonic oxide as possible. If you wish for a freely buming regenerated flame, and using the much too cold for ignition, and when it does catch fire heating gas, you need no outside fire; a small fire at radiation only. Making toast is the symbol of all the it is too mixed with carbonic acid to burn completely the bottom of a mass of coal will8erve to distill it, and heating of the future, provided we regard Mr. Siemens' or steadily. In order to satisfy the first condition bet- you will have most of the carbon also converted into view as well established. ter, and keep the gases at a higher temperature, Dr. gas. Here, for instance, is Siemens' gas producer. The The ideas are founded on something like the follow·· Pridgin ':I'eale arranges a sloping fire-clay slab above mass of coal is burning at the bottom, with a very ing considerations: Flame cannot touch a cold surface, his fire. On this the gases play, and its temperature limited supply of air. The carbonic acid formed rises i. e., one below the temperature of combustion, because helps them to ignite. It also acts as a radiator, and is over the glowing coke, and takes up another atom of by the contact it would be put out. Hence, between said to be very efficient. • carbon to form the combustible gas carbonic oxide. a flame and the surface to be heated by it there In a close stove and in many furnaces the second This and the hot nitrogen passing over and through always intervenes a comparatively cool space, across condition is violated; there is an insufficient supply of the coal above distill away its vGlatile constituents, and which heat must pass by radiation. It is by radiaair' fresh coal is put on, and the feeding doors are shut. the whole mass of gas leaves by the exit pipe. Some tion ultimately, therefore, that all bodies get h eated. Ga� is distilled off, but where it.; it to get any air from? art is needed in adjusting the path of the gases dis- This being so, it is well to increase the radiating power How on earth can it be expected to burn? Whether tilled from the fresh coal with reference to the hot of flame as much as possible. Now, radiating power it be expected or not, it certainly does not burn, and mass below. If they pass too readily, and at too Iow a depends on two things: the presence of solid matter such a stove is nothing else than a gas works, making temperature, to the exit pipe, this is apt to get choked in the flame in a fine state of subdivision, and the crude gas, and wasting it-it is a soot and smoke with tar and dense hydrocarbons. If it is carried down temperature to which it is heated. Solid matter is factory. near or through the hot fuel below, the hydrocarbons most easily provided by burning a gas rich in dense Most slow combustion stoves are apt to err in this are decomposed over much, and the quality of the gas hydrocarbons, not a poor and non-luminous gas. To way; you make the combustion slow by cutting off air, becomes poor. Moreover, it is not possible to make mix the gas with air so as to destroy and burn up these and you run the risk of stopping the combustion alto- the gases pass freely through a mass of hot coke; it "is hydrocarbons seems therefore to be a retrograde step, gether. When you wish a stove to burn better, it is apt to get clogged. The best plan is to make the hydro- useful undoubtedly in certain cases, as. in the Bunsen customary tl) open a trap door below the fuel; this carbon gas pass over and near a red-hot surface, so as flame Of. the labor�tory, but not the Ideal method of makes the red hot mass glow more vigorously, but the to have its heaviest hydrocarbons decomposed, but so. cOmb�stlOn. The Ideal met�od lo?ks �o the us� of a oxygen will soon become CO., and be unable to burn as to leave all those which are able to pass away as gas very rI�h g:as, and the burnlllg of It With a I-,?axlmum the gas. . uninjured for it is to the presence of these that the of lUIIunoslty. The hot products of combustion must The right way to check thf) ardor of a stove is not to gas will �we its richness as a combustible material, give up th�ir h�at by contact. It is for them that shut off the air supply and make it distill its gases un· especially when radiant heat is made use of. cross. tubes III b?i1ers are u.seful. They have no comconsumed. but to admit so much air above the fire The only inert and useless gas in an arrangement bustlOn to be lllterfered With by cold contacts. The that the draught is checked by the chimney ceasing to like this is the nitrogen of the air, which being in large flame only should be free. draw so fiercely. You at the same time 8ecure better quantities does act as a serious diluent. To diminish The second �o�dition of radiation was high temper.aventilation; and if the fire becomes visible to the room the proportion of nitrogen, steam is often injected as tur� . . What lIl�lt� the temperature of a flame? Dlsso much the better and more cheerful. But if you open well as air. The glowing coke can decompose the sOCiatlOn or Sphttlllg up of a compou�d by l�eat. �o up the top of a stove like this. it becomes, to all intents steam, forming carbonic oxide and hydrogen, both soon 3;s the temperature reaches the dls.soCiatlOn po�nt and purposes. an open fire .. Quite so, and in many re- combustible. But of course no extra energy can be at whICh the cO�llpound can no �onger eXist, cOI�lbustlOn spects, therefore, an open fire is an improvement on a gained by the use of steam in this way; all the energy ceas�s. Anythlllg short of thiS may theoretically be close stove. An open fire has faults, and it certainly must come from the coke, the steam being already obtallled. . . . wastes heat up the chimney. A close stove may have a perfectly burned product; the use of steam is merely But Mr. Siemens behe�es, �n<;l add!1ce� some eVImore faults-it waRtes less heat, but it is liable to waste to serve as a vehicle for converting the carbon into a dence to prove, .that the diSSOCIatIOn P?lllt IS not a congas up the chimney·-not necessarily visible or smoky convenient gaseous equivalent. Moreover, steam in- �tant and defi�lte temperature fo!, a A:lven compound; gas; it may waste it from coke or anthracite, as CO. jected into coke cannot keep up the combustion; it It depend8 entirely upon whether. s�hd o� foreign sur-You now easily perceive the principles on which so- would soon put the fire out unless air is introdu:ced faces are �resent or not . . T�es� It IS which. appear to called smoke consumers are based. They are all special too. Some air is necessary to keep up the combustIOn, be an e�Clent cause of dlssoclat�on, and which, therearrangements or appendages to a furnace for permit- and therefore some nitrogen is unavoidable. But some fore, lilIl!t the temperatl?-re of flal-,?e. In the 3;bsen.ce ting complete combustion by satisfying the two con- steam is advisable in every gas producer, unless pure of all .so�ld contact, Mr. Siemens beheves that dls�oCIaditions which had been violated in its original construc- oxygen could be used instead of air; or unless some tlOn, If It occur at all, occurs at an enormously higher tion. But there is this difficulty about the air supply substance like quicklime, whieh holds its oxygen with temperat�re, and that the temperature of free �ame to a furnace: the needful amount is variable if the less vigor than carbon does were mixed with the coke can be raised to almost any extent. Whether thiS be stoking be intermittent. and if you let in more than and used to maintain the heat necessary for distilla- so or not, his radiating flames are most successful, and the needful amount, youare unnecessarily wasting heat tion. A well known gas producer for small scale use is the fact that larg� ql?-antities of steel are now melted and cooling the boiler, or whatever it is, by a draught Dowson's. Steam is superheated in a coil of pipe, and by mere flame radIatlO� spe�ks wel� for the correctness of cold air. blown through glowing anthracite along with air. 'l'he of the theory upon whICh hiS pr�ctlCe has bee!! based. Every time a fresh shovelful is thrown on, a great g-as which comes off consists of 20 per cent. hydrogen, Use uf Small Coal.-Mean�hlle, :-ve may Just con-production of gas occurs, and if it is to flame it must 30 per cent. carbonic oxide, 3 per cent. carbonic aci�, sider how we ought �o deal With s�hd fuel, wheth�r f�r have a correspondingly great supply of air. After a and 47 per cent. nitrogen. It is a weak gas but It the purpose of making gas from It or for burmng It time, when the mass has become red hot, it can get serves for gas engines, and is used, I beli'eve, by in situ. The ques.tion ari�es, In what.form ought soli� nearly enough air through the bars. But at first the Thompson, of Leeds, for firing glass and pottery in a fuel to be-(;lUght It to be In lumps or In powde,r � Ume volution of gas actually checks the draught. But re- gas kiln. It is said to cost 4d . per 1000 ft., and to be versa 1 practice says lumps, but some theoretical conmem ber that although no smoke is visible from a glow- half as good as coal gas.

' 
siderations would have suggested powder. Remember, ing mass, it by no means follows that its combustion is For fuwace work, where gas is needed in large quan- c�mbustion is a chem�cal a�tion, and when a ch.ellli�t perfect. On an open fire it probably is perfect, but not tities. it must be made on the spot. And what I want Wishes to act on a solid eaSily, he always pulverizes It necessarily in a close stove or furnace. If you diminish to insist upon is this, that all well-regulated fur�aces as a �rst step. . . . the supply of air much (as by clogging your furnace are gas retorts and combustion chambers co�bIned. Is It . not pOSSible tha.t compactmg small coal mto bars and keeping the doors shut), you will be merely You may talk of burning coal, but you can't do It; you lump.s IS a wrong ?per3;tlOn, and that. we ought rather distilling carbonic oxide up the chimney-a poisonous must distill it first and you may either waste the gas to thmk of breakmg big coal down mto slack? The gas, of which probably a considerable quantity is fre- so formpd or you r�laY burn it properly. The thing is idea was sugges�ed to n�e by Sir W. 'l'homson in . a quently given off from close stoves. to let in not too much air, but just air enough. Look, chance conversatIOn, and It struck me at onc� as � brIl· N ow let us look at some smoke consumers. The for instance, at Minton's oven for firing pottery. Iiant one. The. amount of coal wasted by bemg m the diagrams show those of Chubb, Gowthorpe, Ireland Round the central chamber are the coal hoppers, and form of .slack IS very �Teat. Thousands. of. tons are and Lowndes, and of Gregory. You see that they all from each of these gas is distilled, passes into the cen- never raised frolI�'�he p�ts because the 'p�ICe IS too low admit air at the" bridge" or back of the fire, and that tral chamber, where the ware is stacked, and meeting to pay for the ral�mg-m some places It IS only ls. 6d. this air is warmed either by passing under or round with an adjusted supply of air as it rises, it burns in a a ton. Mr. McMillan calcl?-Iates that 130,000 tons of the furnace,. or in one c.ase throu�h hollow fire bars. large flame, which extends through the whole space breeze, or .powdered coke, IS produced every .year ?y The regulatIOn of the air supply IS effected by hand. and swathes the material to be heated. It makes its the Gas Light and Coke Company alone, anq Its price Il:nd it is clea� that some of these arrang.em�nts Il:re exit by a central hole in the floor, and tt�en0e rises by is 3s. a ton at. the works, or 5s. delivered. . liable to admit an . unnecessary supply of air, while flues to a common opening above. When these ovens The low pnce and refuse character ?f small coal IS, of othe�s scarcely ad�l� enoug.h, espeCl3;lIy when fresh 

I 
are in thorough action, nothing visible escapes. T�e cours�, owing t? the fact that no ordmary furna?e .can coal IS put on. ThiS IS the difficulty With all these ar- smoke from ordinary potters' ovens is in Staffordshire burp It. But picture �o �ourself a blast of �ot air mto 

d I d r d tth R II t
��-

Ld- a familiar nuisance. In the Siemens �as oroducer and whICh powdered coal IS Sifted from above hke ground 
17�SA�ril, �§sJ.woC��i��:d fr�;.rSU:l'LE�E���Ng,s� ��'?348.n on

, 
on 

furnace, of which Mr. Frederick SIeWenS has been coffee, or like chaff in a thrashing mill, and see how 
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